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Current Status of DMIA

PROFILE AND OVERVIEW

The Document Management Industries Association (DMIA), founded
in 1946 as the National Business Forms Association, is a trade
association serving the independent marketer of business printing and
information management services.

DMIA is governed by a 17-member Board of Directors, is administered
by a staff of 48, operates on an annual budget of approximately $6.1
million with headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia.

DMIA membership includes 1,600 distributors, 600 manufacturers and
30 suppliers. Historically, DMIA members served the business forms
market. In recent years, members have diversified beyond business
forms into a wide range of printed business products.

In January of 1996, the DMIA Board directed staff to develop a
strategic plan based on the consensus regarding the association's
mission and vision statements as well as the Board's analysis of
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and their
prioritization of "Blue Sky Issues."

The purpose and expectations of the DMIA strategic plan include:

I. Focus the association and its resources on the most important
issues affecting members and the association.

2. Provide year-to-year continuity for association planning.

3. Establish specific measurements against which to monitor progress.

1994 MISSION STATEMENT

DMIA's purpose is to strengthen the efficiency, effectiveness
and profitability of independent distributors in the business
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printing and information management industry and, in doing
so, improve the credibility of the channel to
manufacturers/suppliers and end-users.

1994 VISION STATEMENT

Collectively, DMIA members are selling and producing a wide
array of business printing while managing the flow of
information required by the end-user client. Members have
succeeded in the extremely competitive business environment
through product diversification and by providing more
sophisticated, more effective and more efficient distribution
services. Many members have become information and
document management integrators utilizing both electronic
and other imaging devices. Members are viewed as
communication specialists, thereby adding value to such
products as commercial printing, promotional printing and
other products included in the business printing arena.
Electronic forms design, storage and retrieval, distribution of
both products and information and other information
management services are among the members' service/product
offerings.

To strengthen the channel, DMIA has become the source for
training of required skills in the areas of sales, business
management, impacting technologies, marketing, distribution,
sales service and other specialized support services that assist
independent distribution in meeting the needs of the end-
user. DMIA also serves as the conduit for those industry
manufacturers/suppliers who produce the ever evolving
products and services that are offered through independent
distribution.

PRODUCT LINE ANALYSIS

Services
•. Source Hotline
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•. Technical assistance through Information Central
•. Freight traffic advice

Educational Programs
•. School for Forms Specialists
•. School for Printing Specialists
•. CFC Accreditation
•. One Day Seminars
•. FORMula

Publications
•. FORM Magazine
•. Independent Management Report
•. Business Printing Technologies Report
•. FUTRENDS report
•. Annual Buyers' Guide
•. Who's Who membership directory
•. DMIA Catalog of over 200 products

Networking and Idea-Exchange Opportunities
•. Regional Roundtables
•. Trade Marts
•. Mid-Year Planning Conference
•. Annual Meeting and Informservices
•. Forums for large distributors and large manufacturers

Discount and Affinity Programs
•. Airborne overnight delivery
•. Dun & Bradstreet Information Services
•. Fax equipment discounts
•. 401 (K) and Profit Sharing Plans
•. Freight discounts
•. Gold MasterCard
•. Insurance -- health, life, dental, property & casualty, business

travel & acciden t, disability
•. LawPhone legal advice
•. Lee Resources employment testing services
•. MasterCard BusinessCard
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•. Rental car discounts -- Alamo, Budget and Hertz
•. Risograph discounts
•. SmartMove real estate rebates
•. Sprint long distance
•. U.S. BankCard Center merchant program

STRENGTHS,WEAKNESSES,OPPORTUNITIESANDTHREATS(SWOT)
ANALYSIS

In January, 1996, the Board (in group session) developed the following
- DMIA SWOT analysis:

Strengths

1. DMIA staff and the organizational structure of staff and the
Board.

2. DMIA information and educational programs, particularly schools
and seminars, Trade Marts, Source Hotline, FORM and
InformServices.

3. Networking opportunities for members.

4. The association's commitment to change as an industry leader.

5. Financial position.

Weaknesses

1. The member market does not understand what industry they are
in.

2. Lack of a three-year strategic plan and long-term financial strategy
for DMIA.

3. Low levels of active participation and personal involvement of
distributors and manufacturers.
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4. Failure to create value in DMIA membership and stagnant
membership levels.

Opponunities

1. Define and clearly communicate a market/industry perception of
the members' business.

2. Capitalize on the technological developments that will impact
members and their customers.

3. Provide education and training needed by members.

4. Establish strategic alliances with appropriate industry panners.

5. Increase manufacturer involvement in DMIA.

6. Recruit non-traditional members, including the majors.

7. Overall DMIA growth.

Threats

1. Loss of membership due to perceived lack of value and benefit.

2. Competition from other associations.

3. The maturing of the industry and the trend to business forms as a
commodity.

4. The challenge of effectively handling market place changes and
developments while concurrently serving members in traditional
markets and roles.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN

Analysis of external factors which are beyond the control of DMIA is
necessary as a means of establishing the fix:edrelationship between
DMIA and its environment. The external, uncontrollable environment
limits the ability of the DMIA to move in certain directions, as well as
the options and opportunities DMIA can explore. In January, 1997,
DMIA staff assessed the following competitive associations and other
external factors:

Competition/Alternatives

1. IBFI -- Manufacturers
2. PIA -- Manufacturers
3. GATF -- Manufacturers
4. TLMI -- Manufacturers
5. FTA -- Manufacturers
6. EMA -- Manufacturers
7. XPLOR -- End users/ manufacturers / advanced distributors
8. AIIM -- Hardware, software and output device manufacturers,

advanced distributors
9. AIM -- Bar coding
10. CAP -- Manufacturers and advance distributors
11. NOPA now BPIA -- manufacturers and small distributors
12. PBA -- Distributors
13. ASI -- Ad specialities -- distributors
14. WBSA -- Western traditional distributor
15. NAQP -- Manufacturers / distributors

Other External Factors

1. Adoption of paper reducing technologies
2. Information management and printing technologies
3. Vendor reduction efforts
4. Public perception and image of forms
5. Continued environmental consciousness
6. End-user expectations, demands and sophistication
7. Outsourcing trends
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8. Global economic growth
9. Paper prices
10. Workforce quality and availability

AsSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE FUTURE

In January, 1997, DMIA staff developed the following planning
assumptions. Assumptions are not predictions, but are current
estimates regarding probable future developments.

Future Market Conditions and Environment in Business Forms and
Document Management

1. Business form sales will continue to decline.

2. The number of traditional forms distributors will decline.

3. Traditional forms manufacturers will consolidate

4. The distribution of business printing and document management
services will increase.

5. There will be increased specialization and niching by
manufacturers and distributors.

6. Customer service and sales will continue to be central to
distributors' success.

7. New sources of competition will emerge.

8. Most small distributors will continue to focus on product sales.

Future Profile and Characteristics of the Distributor

1. Distributors will increase partnering and use of contractors.

2. Some distributors will provide system sales and consulting services.
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3. The more technologically advanced member will retain highly
trained staff, will increasingly bill on a consulting basis and focus
on value-added services.

4. Most distributors will concentrate on the business printing
aftermarket.

Future Profile and Characteristics of the Manufacturer

1. Manufacturers will offer computer-based services and digital
printing.

2. More manufacturers of varied business printed products will sell
through distributors.

Assumptions Regarding DMIA

1. It is essential to increase DMIA membership.

2. DMIA will have to serve and remain relevant to two distinct
member segments.

3. There will be increased use of the Internet.

4. Competition from alternative associations will increase.

5. The directs will be more involved in 0 MIA.

6. There is potential to involve the end user.

Membership Survey

In February, 1997, DMIA distributor and manufacturer members were
surveyed via facsimile. The survey objectives were to:

1. Obtain members' overall satisfaction with DMIA.
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2. Determine members' awareness and use of as well as satisfaction
with DMIA programs and services.

3. Identify, from the members' perspective, future issues, concerns or
problems.

4. Ascertain new opportunities for DMIA to provide services and
opportunities to members.

Surveys were sent to 1,550 distributors with 221 responses (14%
response rate) and 550 manufacturers with 57 responses (10% response
rate).

MEMBER PROFILE

1. 34% of responding distributors report annual gross sales of less
than $400,000; 54% of responding distributors have sales of under
$1 million.

2. 40% of manufacturer respondents report annual gross sales of
between $2.5 million and $5 million.

KEY FINDINGS

1. Distributors indicate an overall satisfaction of 3.9 with their
membership on a scale of 1 to 5 (1=not at all satisfied, 5=very
satisfied). Manufacturers rate their satisfaction with DMIA 3.5 on
the same scale.

Distributor satisfaction with DMIA is very high in comparison
with other association satisfaction surveys conducted by the
consultant in the last ten years. In our experience, the highest
satisfaction rating given to an association by membership was a
4.2.

2. DMIA information sources and services are the primary reason for
member satisfaction. Source Hotline is specifically identified.
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3. Awareness, readership and satisfaction regarding DMIA
publications is very high, particularly FORM magazine and the
Independent Management Report.

4. Source Hotline has achieved total awareness among distributor
members with very high use and satisfaction ratings.

Awareness of technical assistance with staff as a resource is low.
This service requires promotion and "packaging". In addition,
awareness of ad specialty sourcing capabilities, unique non-
traditional product sourcing, and the ability to offer technical
advice is also low.

5. Respondents indicate almost total awareness of DMIA's meetings,
although use and satisfaction of meetings and educational
opportunities varies.

6. From the members' perspective, DMIA's most significant strengths
are in its information and educational services and sources.

7. Approximately 40% - 50% of distributor respondents do not
comment when askedabout business operational changes, changes
in services or changes in products over the next three years.

Approximately 20% - 25% indicate plans for "expansion,"
particularly sales personnel and products sold.

The percentage of members indicating "no comment/no answer"
on operational, products or services is very high. Most changes
that members anticipate making are not dramatic -- primarily
product line extensions.

8. The most significant concerns or problems distributors identify are
(in descending order): technology, competition, marketing,
overhead and personnel.

9. Approximately one-third of members report that they use the
Internet/W"WW for business and personal use.
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Internet business use is higher than expected, but actual ongoing
use of the Internet is probably less than the survey results indicate.
Most Internet use is probably recreational in nature.

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

In April, 1997, DMIA staff developed the following analysis on the
survey findings:

1. Members are buying into "technology" only as demanded/needed
by customers. Also, some see themselves in the technical arena
when, in fact, they are in the business printing aftermarket and
primarily selling products after technology is installed.

2. There is little buy-in into information managelnent technologies.
Some technology information is gleaned by distributors from
manufacturers. Distributors need to see DMIA as more of a
technology source.

3. Members will continue to focus on short-range, quick dollar
business printing sales.

4. Members expect to increase sales through expanding into more
printing product sales.

5. Distributors and manufacturers are both looking for opportunities
to sell to more customers. All want to move more product.

Three-Year DMIA Goals (1998-2000)

1. Increase distributor membership from 1,550 to 2000.

2. Align association programs and services to meet member needs.
Abandon programs and services that are obsolete or failed to meet
original expectations.

*I
3. Adjust the DMIA vision and mission statements to be consistent

with industry and membership trends and developments.
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4. Implement the Solutions Center.

5. Achieve 100% accuracy in Source Hotline data.

6. Capitalize on the potential of Information Central with a proactive
strategy whereby sources are actively pursued and applications are
actively disseminated to distributors.

7. Consider the potential of addressing distributor personnel needs.

8. ' Evaluate the feasibility of extending the scope of DMIA's activities
to include or involve end-users.

Strategies

The following strategies identify the underlying approaches for the
achievement of DMIA's goals and objectives:

1. Strike the appropriate balance in serving the diverse needs of
DMIA distributor members, particularly addressing the unique
needs of the traditional and the technologically astute/advanced
member "

2. Capitalize on the strength of Source Hotline. This involves
formalizing technical assistance and packaging it as an extension of
Source Hotline; using Source Hotline as the key recruiting
message; introducing and delivering the Solutions Center in a way
that complements the Source Hotline; and developing a proactive
approach with Source Hotline services. .

3. Align educational program and publication content with DMIA's
overall strategy.

4. Abandon obsolete programs and services to emphasize those key
member benefits that are desirable and add value.
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I997 Action Plans

ACTION PIAN: MEMBERSHIP

General Objective: To increase DMIA membership by establishing a
firm footing with those independents who sell
business printing.

Specific Assumptions and Premises

I
f. Membership recruitment and growth is essential due to attrition

rates (consolidation, going out of business), increased operating
costs, and the knowledge that an increased membership will enable
the association to support expanded services.

I 2. Retention rates may continue to be 85% - 86% resulting in an
annual loss of approximately 300 members. Shifts in distribution
(i.e., majors) and how DMIA positions itself in the business
printing arena will have some affect on retention.

3. The majority of potential members are very similar to existing
members: predominately a small distributor reselling printed
business material as validated by strategic planning research,
Formtrac and Source Hotline data.

,
t

I
I
t

I

4. Another target market will include small printers who buyout.
Also, new members will include more varied suppliers as
distributors broaden product line sales.

5. The percentage of current and potential members in information
management/work flow process control is limited to no more than
10%. Some members who think they are technically astute and
advanced are still selling non-technical products. DMIA cannot
meet membership objectives by only recruiting this type of
member. This segment may have long-range potential, and
requires unique, differentiated benefits and services. Competition
for them exists from other more technically-oriented associations.
It is anticipated that this competition will increase in the future. A
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very limited number of traditional members will make the
transition to work flow process control/information management.

6. The potential membership is estimated to be 20,000 nationwide.
Approximately 20% have some awareness of or exposure to DMIA.

7. Of the 20,000 potential members, the most likely to join are on
DMIA's prospect list and manufacturer member prospect lists. It
is understood that DMIA's prospect list is not all inclusive and
resources need to be dedicated to refine the current prospect list
and to add to same.

8. One strategy is to concentrate almost exclusively on selling the
value of Source Hotline. Current and future members could be
assigned to a staff buddy to strengthen a continued relationship.

I 9. We would like to recruit 500 new distributor members a year:
1998, 1999 and 2000.

10. Trade Marts represent an untapped recruitment opportunity.

11. Additional recruitme~t resources will be required and in-house
software/hardware needs to be updated to handle recruitment
support.

12. Direct mail, telemarketing and personal sales will be utilized .

•I 13. DMIA is the only association positioned to satisfy the product
knowledge and selling needs of the independent business printing
industry.

Performance Measurement

1. 2000 distributor members by December, 2000.

2. Maintain manufacturer membership at 600 by December, 2000.
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Projects, Programs and Tasks

PROJECT

Membershi p/
marketing

RESPONSIBILITY SCHEDULE RESOURCES

Summer, 1997 Membershi p &
Meetings
Departments

1. Develop a comprehensive
plan to capitalize on
Informservices and Trade
Mart's recruiting potential

Membership/
marketing

2. Develop and propose budget
for FY 1998 recruitment
initiative

Executive staff
and Finance
Committee

Summer, 1997

3. Cull prospect list from Membership/ Summer/fall, Staff time,
10,000 to 5,000 and establish marketing 1997 & beyond programming
criteria to guide new additions
and determine if other prospect
lists are available.

4. Design new recruitment Membership/ Summer/fall, Requires
material primarily emphasizing marketing 1997 additional
Source Hotline and other funding.
association services secondarily.

5. Establish a system to Membership/ Fall,1997 Tracking
convert/close on 90% of all call- marketing system to
in prospects measure

conversion
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ACTION PLAN: MEMBER SERVICES & BENEFITS

General Objective: Enhance the value of DMIA membership through
new or improved benefits.

Specific Assumptions and Premises

1. DMIA's most significant strengths and primary reason for member
satisfaction: information, particularly Source Hotline and
informational training through programs and periodicals.
Networking is also important.

2. The only way to add a service to members' benefit package
(included in dues) is to eliminate an existing program, service or
staff. Some services are currently available (technical advice,
application examples) but not formalized.

3. DMIA has a strong reputation for industry education.

4. There are opportunities to enhance the Source Hotline.

5. The "Solutions Center" concept has merit -- but there are
considerable costs and time involved. Any Solutions Center effort
needs to appeal to the majority of membership.

6. Research indicates there are member needs for additional/more
diverse sources and possibly assistance in hiring and training sales
personnel.

Performance Measurement

1. Add new services or enhance existing offerings based on member
needs assessment.

2. Eliminate obsolete programs or services to reallocate resources to
benefits with more potential. Use outside consultants to assist as
necessary.
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Projects. Programs and Tasks

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY SCHEDULE RESOURCES

1. Introduce a DMIA Hotline Information and December, New phone
for technical assistance to Technical Services 1997 line,
address product specification, promotion,
case study applications, new material

t
technologies and product fact completion
finders

t
2. Expand Source Hotline Information and June-Septem-
hours of operation Technical Services ber, 1997 Promotion in

r
summer test association
period publications,

additional

r
phone expense,
D.M.

r
promotional
costs

3. Conduct a critical evaluation Peter Colaianni! May-October,

l of all DMIA programs, Executive Staff 1997 Guts, member
products, services and activities feedback, cost

I and recommend the analysis
elimination of obsolete or

t

ineffective ones.
Staff, Board FY 1998

4. Monitor member reaction to To be
revised programming determined
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ACTION PLAN: MEMBERS IN WORKFLOW PROCESS CONTROL &
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE INTEGRATION

General Objective: Specifically address the needs and interests of
members with a significant position in work flow
process control and software/hardware integration.

Specific Assumptions and Premises

1. Approximately 5% - 10% of members are in this segment although
most of this group will continue to sell some general business
printing.

2. Over the 1997-2002 period, the number of members in this segment
will grow modestly, but the percentage of members will remain
around 10%. Some current members may evolve. Some new
members may be technically-oriented, but may want to expand into
general business printing.

3. This segment is currently served through membership/participation
in XPLOR, AIM and AIIM. DMIA is better positioned for
distributors of business printing.

4. Programs and publication content has been targeted to this segment.

5. Unique needs of this segment: access to larger accounts and staff
capable of technical consultative selling and support.

6. Addressing the needs of this segment may have positioning value for
DMIA, and provides direction for members not in this business.

7. Technically-oriented members have many other sources of technical
information.

8. Competition, suppliers and market conditions for those members
that are technically astute is very different from the general business
industry.
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Projects, Programs and Tasks

PROJECT RESOURCES

1. Develop criteria to define
and profile members in work
flow process control and
hardware/software integration.

2. Develop a list of members
that meet established criteria

f .3. Conduct needs assessment

I
t

t

I

I

4. Recommend new products
and services

RESPONSIBILITY SCHEDULE

Staff, members and May-
Board December,

1997

Staff

Staff, Board and
Futrends

Staff

December,
1997

January-March,
1998

Spring,1998

"==

Previous and
future Futrends
effort, staff and
Board

Staff

To be
determined

To be
determined


